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It is known to build an automobile by a boat-shaped or conic framework structure having a tubular frame, mainly used as a structural member of a vehicle body, and a skin disposed on an outer periphery of the
frame. Such a framework structure is disclosed in JP-A-H04-98383 (Patent Document 1), and JP-A-2004-165776 (Patent Document 2). The framework structure disclosed in Patent Document 1 comprises a
stepped flange member extending in a longitudinal direction, and first and second curved frame members provided to the stepped flange member and curved in a circular arc shape, respectively. As a skin is
fastened to the first and second curved frame members to form a composite skin, the stepped flange member is interposed between the first and second curved frame members, and interposed between a mold
die and a press die. Then, the first and second curved frame members are compressed and deformed by the press die, whereby the skin is fastened to the first and second curved frame members. The framework
structure disclosed in Patent Document 2 comprises a stepped frame member in which both ends of the frame member are curved in circular arc shapes and are overlapped each other, and a skin fastened to the
stepped frame member. The stepped frame member is moved along a circular arc path, and fastened to a press die. Then, the skin is fastened to the stepped frame member. In both of the frameworks, since the
skin is fastened to the frame member, it is necessary to curve the skin in the same shape as the shaped of the frame member. However, the frames of the frameworks have a tubular shape, and it is difficult to
curve the skin into the tubular frame members. Especially, since the skin to be used is an outer panel covering a side panel or a roof panel, it is difficult to curve the skin without altering the original configuration
of the side panel or roof panel.Q: Commands received by G-WAN's REST API I want to perform some tests using the REST API exposed by G-WAN, but I'm not sure how to send commands. A GET request returns
very little information. For example, I'd like to connect my G-WAN server to a MySQL database, so I can query it for the number of tables. A: The body of a POST request should contain a JSON object with
parameters that you want to send. As an example,
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